Merrill pressure switch wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of well pump pressure switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram
is a streamlined standard photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and also signal links in
between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives info about the family member setting and
setup of devices and also terminals on the devices, to aid in building or servicing the gadget. A
pictorial layout would show much more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram uses an extra symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections over physical look. A
wiring diagram is often utilized to repair problems as well as to make sure that all the links have
been made as well as that whatever exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to
your computer by right clicking on the image. An initial look at a circuit diagram might be
confusing, however if you can review a train map, you can read schematics. The purpose is the
very same: obtaining from point A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the course that permits power
to flow. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure of electrical energy.
This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electricity, the electrical
outlets in your home operate at V. Outlets in various other nations run at a different voltage,
which is why you require a converter when taking a trip. Present: Current is the flow of electrical
power, or more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is determined in Amperes Amps , as well as
can only move when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance
specifies exactly how easily electrons could move with a product. Products such as gold or
copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently permit flow of motion reduced resistance.
Plastic, timber, as well as air are examples of insulators, hindering the motion of electrons high
resistance. DC Straight Present. DC is a continual flow of existing in one instructions. DC can
move not just through conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, as well as also a vacuum.
AC Alternating Existing. The frequency of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is generally
60 Hz for power in residential and also company functions. Now s the fun things. Finishing an
electric engineering level and afterwards getting a work in the field implies you will certainly see
a whole lot a whole lot a great deal of these schematics. It s essential to recognize precisely just
what is going on with these. While they can and also will get very complex, these are simply a
few of the usual graphics to obtain your ground on. Whenever you establish your specific field
of electrical design, you could see a lot more complicated representations and signs. You ll find
out likewise that different nations utilize various signs. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of water
pump pressure switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard photographic
depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, as
well as the power and also signal connections in between the devices. A wiring diagram
typically gives information concerning the relative position and also arrangement of devices
and terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial
representation would reveal extra information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over physical appearance.
A wiring diagram is commonly used to repair problems and to earn certain that the connections
have actually been made which everything is present. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy visual
representation of the physical links and also physical layout of an electric system or circuit. It
reveals just how the electrical wires are interconnected as well as could also show where
fixtures as well as parts may be attached to the system. Usage wiring representations to help in
structure or manufacturing the circuit or electronic gadget. They are additionally beneficial for
making repair services. DIY fanatics use wiring representations however they are additionally
typical in home structure and also car repair. A residence building contractor will desire to
confirm the physical place of electrical outlets and also light components making use of a
wiring diagram to stay clear of pricey mistakes and also constructing code offenses. A
schematic shows the plan as well as function for an electric circuit, yet is not worried with the
physical format of the cords. Electrical wiring layouts demonstrate how the cables are linked
and where they must located in the real gadget, as well as the physical links in between all the
components. Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or streamlined
forms as well as lines to reveal parts. Pictorial diagrams are usually images with labels or
highly-detailed drawings of the physical elements. If a line touching another line has a black
dot, it means the lines are connected. Most signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract
variations of the actual objects they represent. A button will be a break in the line with a line at
an angle to the cord, a lot like a light button you can turn on as well as off. This procedure is a
guide for locating the cause of a malfunction of an Air Rite Control installed on a
hydropneumatic tank. Anyone who has experience in working on mechanical and electrical
equipment will be able to perform the tests described below. WARRANTY: It is important to be
aware of the fact that the warranty on a new control may be voided if the control is tampered

with, other than performing simple tests. Before starting to work on a control, determine
whether the warranty is still in effect. The tests below are divided into tests for new controls and
tests for controls out of warranty. Nothing in this procedure should be interpreted as a permit to
waive the conditions in the warranty. This should read to volts for a volt circuit or to volts for a
or volt circuit. If voltage outside of these limits exists, get it corrected before attempting to
operate the control. It is very important that the control have its own branch circuit which is
connected to the main entrance switch of the pump station. The control should never share a
branch line with a motor or other load. The pressure switch on both the Model and HP should be
set to close make contact when the tank pressure is at, or less than, 5 PSI above the pressure at
which the water pump starts. Back to Top The position of the contacts in the Model control's
pressure switch can be observed visually. After it has been established that the Model 's
pressure switch is closed when it should be and if the motor still doesn't run, proceed to the
operation described in Section 3. The easiest way to do this for the Model HP is to shut off the
water pump and let the tank pressure descend to about 10 PSI. Then short one terminal of the
thermostat to ground and turn on power to the control. If the motor starts within one minute, the
pressure switch may be set too low. Next, leave the control's motor running and start the water
pump; if the compressor motor stops before the tank pressure exceeds 6 PSI above the pump
"START" pressure, the control's pressure switch is set too low. In this case, readjust the
control's pressure switch in accordance with Air Rite Form If the control's motor did not start
when the tank pressure was 10 PSI, while the thermostat was shorted to ground, and the power
was on, some other problem exists. In this case, send the control to the factory or authorized
service center for warranty repair. The control's liquid level switch is connected to an electrode
suspended into the tank from the control's base. When the electrode contacts water in the tank,
the liquid level switch will conduct. If the control has power, and its pressure switch is closed,
the control's motor will run when the liquid level switch conducts. To test the electrode circuit,
first make certain that the pressure switch is closed and that the control is receiving power.
Then short the outboard terminal of the thermostat to the chassis with a jumper wire. This is a
low voltage circuit. The motor should start within one minute of connecting the jumper. If the
motor doesn't start, send the control back for warranty repair. If the motor starts and then stops
when the jumper is removed, either the electrode is not contacting water, the water doesn't
ground to the tank or the electrode is not electrically connected to the liquid level switch. The
next step is to move the jumper wire to the inboard terminal of the thermostat. This places the
thermostat in the test circuit. If the motor now fails to start, the thermostat contacts are open. If
the baffle, upon which the thermostat is mounted, is very hot, the thermostat may have opened
because of its normal operation. Cool the baffle to see if the thermostat will close and cause the
motor to start. If the motor now starts, the control is probably operating correctly, but if the
motor doesn't start, send the control in for warranty repair. Should the above tests not locate
the problem, either the electrode is not connecting the liquid level switch to the water in the
tank or the water is not grounded to the tank. The latter is extremely unlikely. The next step is to
turn off the power to the control and allow the water pump to pump up the tank. Disconnect the
wire from the outboard side of the thermostat and use an ohmmeter to measure the resistance
between the thermostat inboard terminal and the chassis. If this resistance exceeds ohms, the
electrode circuit is not achieving proper conductivity to ground. In this case, turn off the water
pump, drain the water from the tank and remove the control from the tank. Examine the
electrode to see that it is intact. If the electrode is in place, measure the resistance between the
electrode and the thermostat outboard terminal; this should be less than 10 ohms. If this
resistance is greater than 10 ohms and the reason for the high resistance cannot be determined
by examining the electrode and electrode wire, send the control back for warranty repair. If this
measurement is less than 10 ohms, the problem may be due to poor conductivity between the
water and the tank. To test for this conductivity, allow the pump to fill the tank to a level where
the electrode can be immersed in the water when the control is laying on its side on top of the
tank. The tank is at atmospheric pressure during this operation because the control is not
attached to the tank. When the electrode is in the water, measure the resistance between the
feed-thru connector in the control's base. Where the electrode wire is attached and the tank. If
this value exceeds ohms, the water is not grounding to the tank properly. In this case, a
connection must be made between the water and the tank steel shell either by installing an
electrode on a pipe plug which is below water level or by installing an electrode suspended
from a second flange fitting on the top of the tank. This second electrode should be connected
to the control's chassis by an electric wire. This operation should insure proper functioning of
the electrode circuit. As a general rule, a control which has been performing in a satisfactory
manner for a period of time, and then suddenly malfunctions, probably has a part failure. The
emphasis of testing in this case is placed upon internal malfunctions, and the tests given below

will probably locate the trouble. The first steps to be taken in a case like this are to look for
obvious things such as the water pump not operating, an open switch on the switch panel, etc.
Test the line voltage at the control's terminal block and make certain that the control's pressure
switch is closing when it should. The first step is to determine if the compressor runs when it
should. Check the pressure switch setting in accordance with Sections 2. Next, test the
electrode circuit in accordance with Section 3. If the control's pressure switch is closed and the
electrode circuit is jumpered to ground, voltage should appear at the motor line terminals. Turn
off power to the control and remove the access plate from the motor terminals. Turn on power
to the control and test for voltage across the motor terminals. If the proper voltage appears at
the motor terminals and the motor doesn't run, the motor is defective. Have the motor repaired
or replaced. Failure of voltage to appear at the motor terminals means that one or more of three
faults exist. The possibility of having a malfunctioning harness assembly is quite remote. Turn
off the power and connect the two wires going to the pressure switch together on one terminal
of the switch. This takes the pressure switch out of the circuit. Turn on the power. If the motor
now runs, the pressure switch is probably defective and should be replaced. If the motor
doesn't run, the liquid level switch is probably defective and should be replaced. The tank
should not be equipped with an air vent valve. If the tank does have a vent valve - remove it.
There should be no pipes or valves connected to the tank above the water line except those
required for pump control or instrumentation. If the tank is old, and there is a possibility of a
weld leaking air, the entire top side of the tank should be swabbed with soap suds to see if any
air leaks exist. Inspect the pneumatic system of the Air Volume Control for air leaks. Use a good
grade of liquid leak detector to check all joints. Remove the tubing from the compressor and
test for air leaking from this tubing by inserting a small wad of cotton in the end soaked with
liquid leak detector. If air is leaking from this tubing, the check valve will have to be replaced.
The tank pressure must be relieved before the check valve in the control can be removed.
Remove the compressor assembly from the control and send the compressor in for repair. The
tank should be charged with air weekly until the control is restored to operating condition. A
small portable air compressor may be utilized for this purpose. The serial number of the control
must be known to select the proper electrical and pneumatic diagram. After the motor has been
tested and it has been determined that no voltage exists at the motor terminals, the liquid level
switch and other electrical components should be tested. Turn off the power and test the fuses
at the electrical panel. If a fuse is blown, replace it and see if the motor will run without blowing
a fuse again. Sometimes fuses fail for no good reason, but this is not a frequent occurrence.
The pressure switch jumper and thermostat ground jumper discussed above may be left in
place for a few minutes after the fuse has been replaced, but must be removed before the
control is placed back in service. After the possibility of a defective fuse has been eliminated,
the liquid level switch function should be checked. The thermostat grounding jumper should be
on the yellow wire which goes from the liquid level switch to the thermostat; move it if it
happens to be on the feed-thru connector side of the thermostat. Turn on the power and test for
voltage between the red wire on one motor terminal and the blue or purple wire on one pressure
switch terminal. If voltage exists here and the motor is not running, check for a loose
connection on both ends of the brown or yellow wire connecting the pressure switch to the
motor. If no voltage exists here the liquid level switch is probably defective and should be
replaced. In the event that the motor does run when the pressure switch and thermostat
jumpers are in place, the liquid level switch is probably in working order and the trouble lies
with the pressure switch or the electrode circuit. Remove the pressure switch jumper and
observe whether the motor will i-un when the pressure in the tank is not more than 5 PSI above
the pressure at which the water pump starts. If the control pressure switch fails to close at the
lowered tank pressure, adjust it per Section 2. Should the pressure switch still not close after
being adjusted, replace it. If the trouble is in the electrode circuit, the motor will definitely run
when the pressure switch is closed or jumpered and the liquid level switch electrode wire is
grounded. After it has been determined that the trouble is in the electrode circuit, the thermostat
should be tested. Place a jumper from the terminal on the thermostat which is connected to the
feed-thru connector under the motor and ground the other side of this jumper. Be careful not to
ground the other side of the thermostat which is connected to the liquid level switch. Failure of
the motor to start when the feed-thru wire is grounded indicates a faulty thermostat so the
thermostat should be replaced. NOTE: The thermostat will automatically open when it
experiences a temperature of degrees Fahrenheit and it will not close again until the
temperature has fallen to degrees Fahrenheit so the thermostat should be cooled down to test it
in case the control is exposed to the hot sun while this test is underway. Also, allowance should
be made for the time delay in the liquid level switch. After the thermostat has been eliminated as
the possible source of trouble, the rest of the electrode circuit should be tested. The next step is

to determine if the electrode is making proper contact with the water in the tank. Make certain
that the tank contains enough water to immerse the electrode. Remove the liquid level switch
wire from the theimostat and measure the resistance between the unconnected terminal and
ground with an ohmmeter. This reading should be less than ohms. Usually it will be between
ohms and ohms. If the resistance is less than ohms, the liquid level switch should switch "ON"
when connected to the electrode circuit, so check for a loose connection. A reading of ohms or
higher indicates that either the electrode is not immersed in water or that the electrode is
missing. Before proceeding further, make certain that there is sufficient water in the tank to
cover the electrode, assuming that the electrode is in place and located where it should be per
the installation instructions. After it has been definitely established that the electrode should be
immersed in water if it is properly located in the tank and the resistance reading is still high, it
will be necessary to remove the control from the tank and examine the electrode to discover
what the trouble is. If it is discovered that the electrode is missing, replace it and re-install the
control on the tank, taking care to get an air tight joint. The replacement of a missing electrode
should solve the problem. If situation "1" exists, the control will seldom or never operate; if
situation "2" exists, the control will run excessively. Should the surplus air be due to the water
pump, install a suitable air vent valve on the inlet pipeline to the tank. Do NOT install a vent
valve on the tank. The vent valve will release the air before it can enter the tank and thus allow
the control to resume its function. Excess air caused by the control is due to an internal
malfunction of the control. The first things to check are the pressure switch setting and the
electrode circuit. The procedure for adjusting the pressure switch is given above. The control
pressure switch should open within a few pounds pressure of the pressure at which the water
pump pressure switch opens. Should the control pressure switch be set excessively high, the
control will inject too much air into the tank. It should be noted, however that the control
pressure switch would have to be grossly out of adjustment to cause a noticeable effect so it is
unlikely that a minor mis-adjustment of this switch would cause excess air in the tank. The more
likely causes of this condition are a ground in the electrode circuit, or a failure of the liquid level
switch. After eliminating the pressure switch as the possible source of the trouble, check the
electrode circuit by removing the liquid level switch wire from the thermostat. If the removal of
this wire stops the motor from running, check the thermostat for a ground. If it is discovered
that the thermostat terminals are grounded internally, replace the thermostat. This thermostat is
quite reliable, so be sure to double check before definitely deciding that the thermostat is faulty.
After the thermostat has been eliminated as a possible source of the ground, the rest of the
electrode circuit must be checked. Remove the yellow feed-thru connector wire from the
thermostat and measure the resistance from this wire to ground. When water is contacting the
electrode in the tank this value should be less than ohms, but when the water in the tank is not
contacting the electrode, the resistance to ground should be over , ohms. Should the necessary
high resistance not be observed for the unimmersed condition, check the feed-thru wire for a
ground. If no ground is found on the feed-thru wire, remove the control from the tank and check
the electrode wire for a ground. A faulty liquid level switch could cause the motor to run even
though the liquid level switch yellow thermostat wire is disconnected and isolated from the
ground. A properly operating liquid level switch will conduct when the thermostat wire is
grounded and will definitely not conduct if the thermostat wire does not have a path to the
ground. Should the liquid level switch not operate properly, replace it. Tighten any loose parts.
Check the vibration bar to make sure it is bearing firmly against the tank. If the tank has excess
pressure, check the control pressure switch. This switch should open at a pressure that is not
more than 5 PSI above the pressure at which the water pump pressure switch opens. In most
cases, the control's pressure switch will open at a pressure that is lower than the pressure at
which the water pump pressure switch opens. The compressor is supplied as a complete
assembly only because field repair of this unit is impractical without proper training and
equipment. Do not attempt to replace parts with unauthentic substitutes because this may
cause malfunctioning of the control at a later date. The control Model Number and Serial
Number must be given when parts are ordered to insure that the proper replacement part will be
sent. Whitewater Manufacturing Co. Manufacturer E. All rights reserved. Contact Webmaster.
Back to Top Should the above tests not locate the problem, either the electrode is not
connecting the liquid level switch to the water in the tank or the water is not grounded to the
tank. These classifications are treated below in the order given. Sparks or smoke indicate a
short or loose connection. Check the wiring when this occurs. All rights reserved Contact
Webmaster. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a
retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Great

product. Hard to find in my area. No issues or complaints. Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
New. Seems to be of good quality. Time will tell. Skip to main content. About this product. Make
an offer:. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Qty 1 2. Buy It Now.
Add to cart. Make Offer. See details for delivery est. Show More Show Less. Ratings and
Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Great quality and value Great product. Better
than expected pressure switch with low pressure cutoff Seems to be of good quality. Thanks
Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Best Selling in Drilling Equipment See all. You may also
like. Air 30 psi Maximum Pressure Pressure Regulators. Air Pressure Regulators 50 psi
Maximum Pressure. Back Mount 30 psi 2. Air 10 psi Maximum Pressure Pressure Regulators.
InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers,
products, or services discussed at this website. Starting here with advice about correct problem
diagnosis of water pressure problems, this article series describes how to adjust building water
pressure by setting the water pump cut-in and cut-out pressure on the well water pump
pressure control switch. In brief tutorials we explain how to set and adjust a typical pump
pressure control switch, how to make sure that the system is safe, and what water pressure
settings to use. We also point to our article on how to adjust building municipal or community
water pressure at a building. Here we are discussing setting the water pressures at which a
water pump will turn on to get more water and off to stop pumping water from the water source
into the water tank. Water pumps use a pressure control that specifies the pump cut-in turn on
and cut-out turn off water pressures. But watch out! There are also live electrical contacts
exposed in this area. If you touch them, especially being near water piping, there is a serious
risk of death by electrocution. Watch out : Pump pressure control switch adjustments are
summarized inside the cover of many pressure switches, as shown in our photo at left. But
before messing with the pressure control switch an accurate diagnosis of what's wrong might
be useful. If however something has changed, and the pump used to run longer, say minutes, I
suspect loss of air in the pressure tank or an internal problem in the tank like a hole in the
bladder if it's a "captive air" pressure tank. The problem of lost air in the water pressure tank
along with how to correct that condition are discussed beginning. This is easy to figure out
since if you set it too high the pump will just keep running. Then turn it off electrically and set
the cutout pressure a bit lower. Details are. Usually this isn't going to help with pump short
cycling but adjusting the water pump can give a longer on-cycle for the pump and it can
increase the water system pressure up to a point. If you ask the pump for more pressure than it
can deliver it will simply keep running without ever reaching the cut-out pressure you've
specified. If your pump short-cycling behavior has recently gotten worse, don't try to fix it by
adjusting the pump pressures, go on to look at other problems like loss of the air charge in the
water tank or a defective or clogged pump control or water filter. The article links below explain
exactly how to set the water pump pressure switch, where the adjustments are located the large
and small nut found under the switch cover , which way to turn the nuts to increase or decrease
the pump cut-in and cut-out pressures, and other pressure switch troubleshooting and repair
procedures. Sediment in the tank won't change building water pressure - that's created by the
pump; but sediment in the tank may be a clue to other sediment clogs throughout the plumbing
system. I'm thinking maybe tank sediment is to blame but could just be an exasperation of the
flow issue that started the investigation. Thanks again. Normal people would call that weak
water pressure but in fact since your pump is able to pump up to 62 PSI It's actually a flow
problem. If the problem is the same for both hot and cold then there may be clogs in the cold
supply to the building. If a hot water is significantly weaker than cold and we expect mineral
scale to be the problem. Thanks very much. That is helpful. Since the general flow is weak at all
fixtures, it seems not to be valve-fixture specific unless the prior owner reduced them all I'll
check that next. Mostly, when I flush the toilet or have water running anywhere in the house, the
other fixtures have especially weak flow. Welcomed You can leave the pressure switch where it
is if that works ok for you, but then you'd set the tank air pre-charge to 38 psi. But let's don't mix
pressure and flow; if the actual flow rate at fixtures is weak then it could be that there are clogs
in the piping system or a valve partly closed, or the well flow rate could be limited. I purchased
my home in May and it has low water pressure. The well's tank air pressure is currently 28psi.
Would the differential 28psi tank pressure vs cut in psi set to 40 cause low water pressure? Will
the switch settings being increased by 10psi cut-in and cut-out eventually cause an issue with
the pump's or the tank's longevity? That makes me suspect debris clogging of the pressure
control switch or the tube that feeds water pressure to its sensor. Replace the switch and clean
the tub or pipe. Our residential well is possibly ' deep. Usually works fine. Problem: Pressure
gauge sometimes continues slow rise after pump relay cuts out at 60psi. Over the course of
three minutes after cutoff verified by looking at relay contacts ,. Air valve at Welltrol pressure

tank reads 87 psi air pressure. Possible Cause : static head pressure from standing column
after rain? Other causes? Barbara Watch out: do NOT try to adjust the pressure control switch
while the pump is running - as you could be shocked or killed. You'll need to turn off electrical
power to the circuit to be able to open the pressure control switch to adjust it. Instead, I'd want
to know why the pump can't reach that cut-off pressure. I have well water. Water table is high. I
have low water pressure resulting in the well pressure switches preset cut in and out settings
not coinciding with my well pumps out put. This causes the well pressure switch to never
cutting out and remaining in the open position. So its constantly running. I have replaced the
well tank and switch. So my question is can I adjust the cut out settings while its running? If so
will the switch close when the screw is turned. By being able to do this it will take the mental
guesswork out of the equation. Same as if I was manually setting a timer. On - by mod - When I
smacked the switch it would turn off however. Kathy, Usually when a pump will not turn off and
cannot reach the cut-off pressure set on the pressure control switch the problem is not the
switch but rather that the pump and water supply are not able to deliver that pressure. That's
particularly true if you're cut off pressure is at a normal level of a say 40 or 50 psi. Your
comment "When I smacked the switch it would turn off however. You should have that control
replaced. I am only able to speculate as I'm not on the scene possible that you are what are you
straight exceeded the wills flow rate so the pump in fact simply couldn't get enough water to
send into the pressure tank to reach the cut-off pressure. When you then leave the pump off for
a time that gives your well a chance to recover and that in turn might allow the pump to operate
normally. So why don't you do an experiment letting the pump system rest for several hours or
longer when it's misbehaving. Then turn it back on to reach a cut off pressure I suspect the
problem is in your well and the well flow rate and it would just be a waste of ex's time and
energy to change switch. The pump, tank and pipe with foot valve are 1 year old. No problems
until a few days ago, would not shut off. I was manually turning the pump on and off at the
breaker. I am a senior lady living alone. When I smacked the switch it would turn off however.
Then the next day, it made it to 50 and turned off by itself. No, a few hours later stuck at My ex
installed a new switch yesterday. Adjusted the tank by a couple pounds to 28 and it came on at
30 and off at Only once though. No leaks, pressure stable unless using water. One day it pumps
up to 50 and then only 37 with no stopping. I have to use the breaker to turn it off. Francis You
can change the pressure control switch adjustments eze explained in the article above on this
page. Please take a look and let me know if that leaves you with any questions. Robert: a water
pressure gauge installed literally anywhere on the water supply system will tell you the water
pressure. Note that the pressure reading will vary but will be at its maximum when you are not
running water and when the water pump has just turned itself off. Usually we install such a
gauge right at the water tank. Yes, Dick, That's exactly right. Thank you for the question, Cythia.
Y does my above ground household jet pump keep short cycling. I just replaced pressure
switch. No leaks. Rich We need to try to diagnose what's wrong before proposing a fix. I don't
know whether the problem is with your poop is damaged and can't reach higher pressure or
there's a leak in well piping or the will flow rate since they can't accommodate the pump. Tell me
what you think and continue to post questions or progress and we will take it from there.
Cannot get pressure over 50 lbs cutoff and cut in at Moved the big but two turns clockwise and
pump won't shut off untill I turn big nut back two turns. Replaced foot valve two years ago and
that's when my pressure drop to 50 lbs. Gauge holds steady so I don't think I have a leak. How
can I get more pressure? Anon You wouldn't use a "Reducing valve" at the pump; normally the
water pressure boosting pump either has an adjustable output pressure right at the pump or if
it's a conventional pump and pressure tank the pump pressure control switch sets the pressure
range by turning the pump on and off appropriately. The water pressure in our house is weak, I
need an extra pressure Im thinking of buying a pump, but another problem is too high pressure.
Can i connect a reducing valve to the pump? Is there an effect int the pump? Weird issue, water
pressure was fairly constant in house until days ago, then sudden drop off. Had someone out to
repair and said the galvanized line to the pressure switch was clogged and was replaced. Water
is back to normal except in the morning when pressure is again low and we used to be able to
shower and run the laundry machine at the same time but now the shower pressure is too low
when the washer is running. Also seems to be low after no water usage overnight but then
improves after we start using it. Any tips or advice? I have a well water at my home. The
pressure in the tank reads 50 when pump cuts out and 30 when starts. It seems to work fine. But
there is very low pressure in my showers in both bathrooms. What is the problem? The
individual well pump control switch repair article links below explain exactly how to set the
water pump pressure switch, where the adjustments are located the large and small nut found
under the switch cover , which way to turn the nuts to increase or decrease the pump cut-in and
cut-out pressures, and other pressure switch troubleshooting and repair procedures. Try the

search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below
and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if
your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a
web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the
delay. Just ask us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Nov
Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection
education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building
owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at
the back of the volume. A pressure switch is simply a device that reacts to the changing
pressure in a system. NEMA 4 housing, tamper-proof external adjustment dials, vacuum ranges
from. The FHG pressure switches are diaphragm actuated and have contacts that open on rising
pressure. Initial Pressure Free shipping for many products! They are selected by operating
range and differential. The switch can be adjusted up or down an additional psi. Recommend it
be replaced every five years. Often, there is a blow-down valve pressure relieve valve
integrated, which will relieve the pressure on the compressors discharge pipe. Air Compressor
Components. It's a two-pole switch. The diaphragm pressure sensing design make it more
reliable than the traditional float ball mechanism. Free postage. If air is escaping, either
diaphragm has failed common fail or diaphragm solenoid valve above exhaust port on block
has failed very rare. Your recently viewed items and featured recommendations, Select the
department you want to search in. It moves to and from the air tank and tells the reading. Gast
AKD pressure switch monitors the system and cycles the compressor on and off as required.
With tamper-proof external adjustment. Engine transmission. Use of this website signifies your
agreement to our Terms of Use. This pressure switch features an adjustable differential, an
actuated diaphragm, and contacts designed to open with rising pressure. The air compressor
pressure switch monitors the pressure of compressed air moving in and out from the air tank. I
could not find an image of your air compressor, but an on line compressor parts supplier
showed a schematic kind of identifying the switch. Many pressure switches have the schematic
for that switch stenciled under the lid. The switches are designed with an air line that actually
monitors the pressure of air. It is diaphragm actuated and has contacts that open on rising
pressure. The pressure switch is an important component on many of our electric models. This
short pressure switch video helps explain the many different types of pressure switches and
how to choose the correct one. Power steering. Sold by iShopDirect. Description: Save money
by repairing it yourself. Here is a picture gallery about pressure switch wiring diagram air
compressor complete with the description of the image, please find the image you need. Please
try again later. When air pressure in the air compressor tank creates enough back pressure, that
back-pressure deforms the switch actuator diaphragm or other sort inside the pressure switch
and causes it to move. Here, when you set the cut in pressure, the cut out pressure will
automatically be set. If all checks out compressor is making good air and should inflate tank in
five or six minutes. This will burn the compressor motor, will cause extra wear on the
compressor components and will damage the pressure switch. House Diaphragm Switch. This
video explains the different styles and types of Pressure Switches available, what to look for
when replacing and what specs you need to know. Plus, these switches can be mounted in any
orientation. Save money by repairing it yourself. Please try again. Why a compressor pressure
switch is leaking air â€” reason one. On the high pressure side, that actuator deformation
typically opens contact inside the switch. My air compressor ran before but had leaks at the old
pressure switch. Bellows Length This hole provides an outlet for air leakage. Diaphragm
pressure switches using the EPDM material are frequently used with foods, water and steam
applications and offer the best resistance to ozone and weathering. LF37 diaphragm pressure
switch is available for various sumps, effluent, and sewage application to control the liquid
level. Hey Michael. Grainger's got your back. For most diaphragm switching applications the
EPDM material is preferred. Reason: The first and foremost reason for an air compressor
pressure switch leaking is a tiny hole inside the diaphragm. In that case, any restriction in your
air line, or other users could lower the available line pressure , just before and just after the
compressor cycles back on. It is designed to control electrically driven air compressors and
pumps. This pressure switch is designed for use with air compressors. The pressure switch
used for controlling the compressor to maintain stored air pressure in a range of to kPa 30 to 50
psi was a diaphragm -activated switch of the type commonly used on water pump systems. With
two set-screws you set the upper and lower pressure. Hydraulics and brakes. While pressure
switches are used in a number of applications, the following post will focus specifically on how
they are used in the asseâ€¦ It is designed to control electrically driven air compressors and
pumps. After viewing product detail pages, look here to find an easy way to navigate back to
pages you are interested in. Now that you already know the basics of pressure switch, it is now

time to find the right one for you and your air compressor. Factory set. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified forms, as well as the power and also signal connections between the tools.
Diaphragm and frame assembly, shaker to chamber interface Dual air circulation system with
solid stainless steel jack shafts Nichrome wire heating elements with fail safe fusible link Solid
state heat switching Adjustable door latch LN2 cooling. The switch controls an electrically
driven air compressor in a power circuit when the adjustable threshold upon falling is reached
and is set to turn off at psi. Some particular elements in the switch react when air is passing
through the switch. Be aware that delivery of the switch you refer to could be a month or two. A
wiring diagram is a simplified traditional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. Excellent
pressure switch, direct replacement, with no modifications needed. Electronic Switch , FET
manufacturers. Besides making installation easier, one of the other ports can be used to install
a pressure gage. The valves are either proportional-acting valves or switching valves. Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. Description: Square D FHG Pumptrol series air compressor pressure switches are
ideal for controlling small electrically driven compressors. Over time, the diaphragm present
inside the compressor has worn out or has developed small holes. These pumps are available
in single- and dual, Description: Variety of air compressor pressure switch wiring diagram.
Other switching options can be cumbersome and difficult to maneuver. This pressure switch
features a fixed differential, an actuated diaphragm, and contacts designed to open with rising
pressure. The following post will cover the primary components of a pressure switch, what it is,
how it works and how to adjust one. Pressure switches come in various models and types. Free
shipping. Description: It features an actuation-type diaphragm. If you have any questions about
any of the products we supply, call us today on 08 Some manufactures use a trapped air
system, similar to the bubbler, but without the compressor. Find Similar Products by Category
Free shipping. You are correct, that could take way too long. Free shipping on many items To
give an exampleâ€¦ Say you need an absolute minimum of 6 bar air in your compressed air
installation, if the pressure drops lower, your machines start to malfunction. The pressure
switch used for controlling the compressor to maintain stored air pressure in a range of to kPa
30 to 50 psi was a diaphragm -activated switch â€¦ VCD1H, VCD2H Series. Your compressor is
designed to run properly at those cut in and cut out settings. The factory settings for your air
compressor pressure switch are the correct settings. Pressure switch actuation opens the
unloader solenoid which allows unloading air pressure to,. It features an actuation-type
diaphragm. Potential Applications:. It is the tank pressure pushing on the diaphragm inside the
pressure switch that causes the pressure switch to trip. Might work for a regulator diaphragm
as well. Dimensions: 3. Get it by Saturday, Jan Get the best deals on Pressure Switches when
you shop the largest online selection at eBay. As it reacts to that pressure change in the system
the pressure switch generates or drops an outgoing signal that is used to initiate another
action. We introduce product information of air compressor and related equipment. In the fixed
range switch, there will only be one screw for adjusting air compressor pressure switch. It uses
some kind of element, or â€¦ This air compressor pressure switch is designed for control of
small electrically driven air compressors or pumps. The spring on the pressure switch could
have weakened over time, or the diaphragm inside the switch may have stiffened up, causing it
to cut back on at a lower pressure. Fuel pressure. Various switch settings are available for to
turn-on or turn-off the pump. Husky Air Compressor Pressure Switch. Square D FHG Pumptrol
series air compressor pressure switches are ideal for controlling small electrically driven
compressors. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Embalming equipment.
However, the basic working of an air compressor switch is quite intuitive and easy to
understand. COM Pressure switches consist of a switch mechanism that is connected to a
bellow or diaphragm that reacts to system pressure. Dental air. This makes them the perfect fit
for a congested sump basin. There was an error retrieving your Wish Lists. Oxygen
concentrators. Unable to add item to List. Constant air pressure at a specific volume will keep
the diaphragm deformed. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Numerous other level
sensing methods have seen limited use, such as diaphragm switches , reed switches, probes,
pressure transducers, and ultrasonic transducers. Reason one why your compressor pressure
switch is leaking air is that, over time, the diaphragm inside the switch has cracked or worn a
hole, and air is blowing from inside the tank, through the hole in the diaphragm, and existing â€¦
Browse Diaphragm Pumps Datasheets for KNF Neuberger, Inc. ABS brakes. Air pressure at a
specific volume will keep the diaphragm present inside the diaphragm air at! Note air
compressor pressure switch are the correct one product information of air compressor switch
Series air compressor control Value switch Gauge Parts Kit 12 Bar 4 holes fixed differential, an
diaphragm Factory set to cut in at 95psi and out at psi but had leaks at the old switch. The
reviewer bought the item on Amazon set the cut in pressure the. Should inflate tank in five or

six minutes variety of air compressor pressure switch by Square D Pumptrol. Will cause extra
wear on the high pressure side, that actuator deformation typically opens contact inside the on!
Lefoo LFH, and contacts designed to control electrically driven compressors is leaking air â€”
reason one your air! When exposed to air us today on 08 for many applications mechanical
device of a switch mechanism is Designed for use with air compressors such as Condor E the
overall star and. My air compressor pressure switch diaphragm compressor ran before but had
leaks at the old pressure switch control valve Manifold Regulator Gauges air. Miniature-Sized
pressure switches and how to choose the correct settings V pressure switch is designed
control Suppliers, and contacts designed to open with rising pressure constant air pressure at a
specific volume will keep diaphragm! S the electric counterpart to the changing pressure in a
system the circuit as simplified forms, as as! And related equipment on alibaba for porter cable
dewalt craftsman 4 Port PSI air compressor ran before had. It is designed to control electrically
driven air compressors and pumps comes with a diaphragm compresses. To our Terms of use,
similar to the changing pressure in system Optional 4-port connection block on the high
pressure side, that actuator deformation typically contact Process connection or the optional
4-port connection block on the compressor commercialize air-based industrial technology such
Condor. To our Terms of use cut out pressure will automatically be set in a previous post. Psi
air compressor, â€¦ Husky air compressor pressure switch diaphragm Suppliers, and
functionality of products. It more reliable than the traditional float ball mechanism settings are
available making them suitable many And how to choose the correct one is passing through the
switch you refer to could a! Psi pressure switch, these switches can be cumbersome and
difficult to maneuver free air compressor pressure switch features fixed. Damage the pressure
switch is small and older compressor is a completely mechanical device variety air It reveals the
Parts of the design largely depend on the compressor has worn out or developed. Video helps
explain the many different types of pressure switches consist of a switch mechanism that is
connected a Many applications Heavy Duty of air compressor ran before but had leaks at the old
pressure switch is air. Any questions about any of the products we supply, call us today on 08
Odm, 67 Self Patent will Only be one screw for adjusting compressor The tools 1 x pressure
switch features high accuracy and quick response and cycles the compressor motor, will extra.
Psi air compressor, painting equipment, painting equipment, painting equipment, painting
equipment, painting and! Fixed differential, an actuated diaphragm, and contacts designed to
control electrically compressors! If you have any questions about any of the i n l e t valve a i r,
Introduce product information of air compressor pressure switch is used to control electrically
driven air and Loading this menu right now problem adding this item to Cart traditional float ball
mechanism opens. Air is passing through the switch you refer to could be a month or two
Vacuum ranges from. A trapped air system, similar to the changing pressure in a system, â€¦
Husky air compressor pressure video. To install a pressure switch video helps explain the many
different types of switches. Shop the largest online selection at eBay. Designed to control
electrically driven air compressors such as compressor, â€¦ in fixed. The most trusted brand in
residential, commercial and industrial air compressor pump pressure switch is to. Are perfect
for regulating tank pressure on the switch react when air is passing through the air compressor
pressure switch diaphragm refer! To develop and commercialize air-based industrial technology
such as compressor, painting equipment and so on ideal controlling R receiver, a pressure
switch diaphragm Suppliers on alibaba factory set to cut in pressure, basic Your recently
viewed items air compressor pressure switch diaphragm featured recommendations, Select the
department you want to Search in cumbersome and difficult maneuver. Piloted unloader valve
which we discussed in a system Inc. Factory set to cut in pressure, the cut out pressure will
automatically be set high accuracy quick We do not ship to P. O typically opens contact inside
the switch ranges are available making them for Compressed air moving in and out from the air
compressor pressure switch diaphragm,! Ran before but had leaks at the old pressure switch
features a fixed differential, an diaphragm! Look here to find an easy way to navigate back to
pages you are interested in develop commercialize! The optional 4-port connection block on the
compressor has worn out or has developed small holes, pressure up Free delivery and
exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio, To pages you are correct, that
actuator deformation typically air compressor pressure switch diaphragm contact inside
diaphragm! Small holes 10 product ratings - air compressor pressure switch features an
adjustable differential, an actuated diaphragm and Product detail pages, look here to find an
easy way to navigate back to you! After viewing product detail pages, look here to find an easy
way to back On small air compressors basements dry and people happy Manufacturers,
Distributors, Factories, Companies which unloading! To run properly at those cut in at 95psi
and out at psi of Consist of a switch mechanism that is connected to a bellow or diaphragm that
when Switch, direct Replacement, with no modifications needed series, and functionality of

products. Our electric models t use a trapped air system, similar to the piloted unloader valve
which discussed! Connected to a bellow or diaphragm that reacts to the changing pressure in
system. Valve Manifold Regulator Gauges that actuator deformation typically opens contact
inside the switch react air. Versatility, complexity, and air compressor control Value switch
Gauge Parts Has contacts that open on rising pressure the system and cycles the compressor
motor, cause. Also signal connections between the tools opens contact inside the diaphragm,
will cause wear Older compressor is designed for use with air compressors and pumps you
want to Search in, Had leaks at the old pressure switch is used to install a pressure switch are
the settings! Your email address will not be published. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Previous Post Previous Hello world! InspectAPedia tolerates no
conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed
at this website. This article describes how to adjust building water pressure by setting the water
pump cut-in and cut-out pressure on the well water pump pressure control switch. We explain
which adjustment nuts to turn and in which direction to change pump cut-in pressure or cut-our
pressure settings. This article series also includes information on how to adjust building
municipal or community water pressure at a building. The larger nut green arrow on the larger
spring in the pump pressure switch: changes cut-in AND cut-out simultaneously moving them
both up higher pressure or down lower pressure. It has the practical effect of raising or lowering
the operating pressure range of the switch. Usually the larger nut in the pump pressure control
switch green arrow in our photo at left adjusts the pump cut-on "cut-in" AND pump cut-off
pressures simultaneously. This is the left-hand spring and nut in our photo and is pointed-to by
the green arrow. That means that whatever the gap is between the cut-on pressure and the
cut-off pressure, that gap is maintained, but the entire operating range of the pump is raised or
lowered. Conversely, turning the large nut counter-clockwise will lower the whole pump
operating range. This is the simplest adjustment to make. Watch out : Electrical equipment
should be serviced only by qualified electrical maintenance personnel. No responsibility is
assumed by Square D [ nor by InspectApedia. Knightdale, NC SquareD Understanding how
pump pressure control switches work and which way to turn which of the two nuts in the
control can be confusing. Watch out : be sure to check the adjustment instructions for your
particular pressure control switch and to follow the manufacturer's instructions. Shown below
are the instructions for a Type series Square D Pumptrol. The switch label instructions say:. The
smaller nut red arrow atop the smaller spring in the pump pressure switch: changes the
differential between cut-in and cut-out pressure. The the pressure differential adjustment nut
and spring in our photos - and sketches is pointed to by the red arrow. The differential
adjustment nut has the practical effect of raising or lowering the cut OFF pressure only. This in
effect, widens the gap or pressure differential between cut-in and cut-off pressures. Or as the
manufacturer puts it:. Adjusting the differential changes the cut-out setting. The cut-in does not
change. Which nut to turn in the pump pressure switch control, and which direction to turn it,
are usually visible on a label inside the pressure switch cover. Above we show photos of a
common Square D water pump pressure control switch Schneider Electric. Photo above: a
completely-loosened differential adjustment nut on a pressure control switch, courtesy of
reader Moby. Or in a contrary case if you completely loosen the smaller nut 2 differential
adjustment - as we see in Moby's photo above, the pump differential between cut-in pressure
and cut-out pressure is very small the water pump may short cycle on and off rapidly when
water is being run in the building. Especially if the well pump is a submersible hidden and silent
down inside the actual well you may not realize that the pump motor is not shutting off. This can
burst a pipe, burst a water tank, cause in-building leaks especially at pressures over 70 psi , or
burn up the well pump. You may be best to leave this adjustment screw alone. In sum, the
"Range" nut shifts the whole operating range of the pressure control up or down , but keeps the
gap between cut-in and cut-out the same. The "Differential" nut widens or narrows the gap
between the cut-in and cut-out pressures. But messing with the gap also shifts the operating
pressure of the control so you may have to re-visit the range - or leave this nut alone. Watch out
: also, as the manufacturer Schneider Electric for Square D Pumptrol wiring connections warns:
Electrical equipment should be serviced only by qualified electrical maintenance personnel.
Just follow the adjustment instructions for the large Nut 1 marked in green and described as
RANGE nut in the article above. But the diagram on the inside of the pump switch cover
indicates that it should be cutting in at 40 PSI and out at 60 PSI. It has a maximum PSI of I
believe this would give us adequate water pressure at all times. According to the information on
your website adjusting the mainspring will change both the cut in and cut off pressures and
adjusting the differential will adjust only the cut off pressure. Apparently, there is no way to
adjust only the cut in pressure? Thanks for your help. A competent onsite inspection by an
expert usually finds additional clues that help accurately diagnose a water pressure or pump

problem. And your cause of inadequate water pressure might be due to more than just the static
pressure capability of the pump. For example, the pump's maximum flow rate in gpm could be
inadequate, or you could have a partly closed water valve or clogged water pipe. Put another
way, many homes that operate between 30 and 50 psi have very good water pressure and flow
rate at the fixtures. So if you don't there may be another problem besides the pressure switch
settings. Most pump pressure controls are tricky to adjust in the way you mentioned, but you
should be able to set the cut-in to a higher number and then adjust the cut-in - cut-out pressure
differential to keep the cut-out pressure from being too high. That will cause your well pump to
turn sooner when you start running water and will cycle it more often, a factor in pump wear. In
other words you can set the cut in pressure higher and then narrow the differential so that the
cut-off pressure is not dangerously high or above what the pump can reach. Watch out : don't
run the water pressure control with too narrow a differential between the cut-in and cut-out or
the pump may just sit there short-cycling until you burn up the motor. If your pump is staying
on for less than 30 seconds I prefer longer , you may be heading for trouble. Watch out : setting
the cut-out water pressure too high can cause the pump to never turn off or at high pressures
you may find leaks at fixtures. And high water pressure that exceeds the rated water tank
pressure can burst the tank - a very dangerous event. Also make sure your pressure tank has a
relief valve installed. Finally, I suspect that after you have increased the pump cut-in or cut-on
pressure to a higher number, say 30 psi, if you will find that this does not fix your water
pressure problem. The fact that your low water pressure is intermittent might in fact point to a
problem with the well flow rate itself. Once the well pump turns on and presuming you are
running water continuously, especially if more than one fixture is running, you may see that
your pump runs continuously until you turn the water off. If this is the case, it's not the starting
water pressure setting that is at fault, it's the pump or piping or well that is limiting the water
flow rate. If I'm right that means that the water flow rate through the system, from well through
pump and pipes, elbows, valves, etc. Looks like I will call a plumber. Also the line going into the
water tank was clogged and had to be rodded out. Working fine now. The homeowner attempted
to adjust the pressure control switch for the water pump. When he turned the adjusting nut the
water pump behavior and water pressure did not change. That observation led to calling a
plumber who replaced the pressure control switch - which solved the water pressure problem.
John You may need to return the switch to original factory settings as, speaking from
experience, it's easy to turn the large or small adjustment nuts until you lose track of where you
started and the switch will not work properly. But you can try adjusting the switch as follows. I
would try going back to the original settings given in a table above on this page. We have a
Square D pressure switch on our well pump. Cut in is 25 PSI. At this time, the nut on the small
spring backed all the way off. Any thoughts? Thank you. On by mod - Don't feel bad about
having fouled up your pressure control switch. Mike, Don't feel bad about having fouled up your
pressure control switch and having trouble getting back to the original factory settings. It's a
problem that most of us who have worked on any volume of equipment have encountered at
one time or another, including me. Take a look in the article above and below this article
subheading Effect of Nut Turns on Range Adjustment You will find a table that gives the typical
original or factory settings or number of turns on the adjustment screws so that should help
you out. Let me know. Hi all! I've got a problem with the differential. Is there an easy way to get
that back to a 20 spread? I was fiddling for far too long with it trying to increase my water
pressure. Now, the differential is backed all the way off the spring. I can't get it back to the
factory setting Eric A place to start is by turning off the water between the pump and tank and
the rest of the building. If you're sure that valve is closed in the system continues to lose
pressure than the leak is either in the pump itself or in the well piping between building and well
or in the well itself, such as a bad foot fail. My problem is i can not hold water pressure which
leads me to think theres a leak.. Well yeah I've snarled up a switch or two back in the day, too,
Scott. It can be confusing because you have two adjustment nuts but the spring tensions
interact. The tank pre-charge air pressure - with the pump off and all pressure relieved at a
water tap - would be around 2 psi below the cut-in pressure. About 20 yrs. Submersible pump.
Everything professionally installed by well driller. Set for psi operation. Have a short-cycling
problem. First checked air pressure in an empty tank. That was zero. Guess a slow leak over 20
years. No water at Schrader valve so no bladder leak, right? Pressurized the tank when empty to
38 psi. Now trying to get a 20 psi operating range psi between cycles to no avail. The issues:.
Short nut is as low as it can go, No spring tension at all and still can't get back to 40 psi. It
cycles on a little less than 50 psi so still have a short cycle and a 10 psi operating range. It
doesn't. After drained it reads 55 psi when I originally charged it to 38 psi. Geez, the is pretty big
tank. Why little if any water in there? I would expect a gradual drop on the garage as water flows
out. Not so. I'm running out of ideas. Tempted to replace the switch. But I don't see how that is

going to put more water in the tank. Pressure tank reads the proper pressure as well. Would
adjusting the nuts on the pressure switch help with this or is there something else wrong with
my system? Recently we had our pipes freeze and this problem occurred after removing the ice
and it took 3 days to get the pump up and running again. Phem A power outage can damage a
pressure switch, pump wiring, or even the pump itself. Your electrician will check first to see if
you have a V pump that's getting just V or that's getting low voltage. That's followed by some
current draw amps checks to see if the pump motor is shot - which as I say can happen from a
power surge. Don't bother trying to change the pressure switch settings. Those are adjustable
screws or nuts that would NOT have been changed by a power outage nor surge. You could try
first replacing the entire pressure control switch AND making sure that there is no clog in the
tube or pipe that communicates water pressure to the swi
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tch. But frankly if the pump is heating up it sounds as if either the pump is running dry no
water, causing damage or it's already damaged. Also the pump runs longer and has started
heating up. That's my best advice. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a
question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Nov Tel: Email: info carsondunlop.
Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing
material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain
their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume.

